REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 2020

With a convivial end to January, February was observed with a bunch full of events. To explore more about the spirit of Ek bharat shreesth bharat campaign, the students and faculty members of BCIHMCT visited “Bharat Parv-2020” at Gyan Path in front of Red Fort, Delhi. Followed with zeal and enthusiasm through this activity the students were prone to a vibrant exposure multicultural dance, songs, cuisine and jhaakis.
To adhere to the concept of EBSB i.e. sustainability, BCIHMCT further did the screening of environment films, during 10th India International Hotel, Travel & Tourism Research Conference (14th & 15th Feb.2020) It was organized with the collaboration of Woodpecker International Film.

In one of the other event of knowing the cuisine of Sikkim (as Sikkim is the paired-up state with Delhi), Chef Sumit taught the students to beautifully portray the vibrant food of Sikkim on a platter.

The BCIHMCT students learnt to prepare some of the authentic delicacies from Sikkim as dim sum, taas and thukpa.